BIKES SUBMISSION 49

There was a car coming the other way. Without the car swerving into the gravel edge all of us would've
died. The road is really just 1.5 lanes containing us all in the one space
I raise this example to highlight the designated passing distance is a facet of a broader discussion around our
roads and their speed limits, and our philosophy regarding speed limits to highways. In both examples quite
nearby are a highway and a main road that could've instead been used by the highlighted drivers. However
they all chose to use the country route as a quick "shortcut". I'm a driver as well remember; I know! I think
having a thin country road with limited visibility as a 100km zone and a parallel Anglesea road as a 100
zone is ludicrous.
Given the Anglesea Road is twice as wide, has excellent surface and visibility, the speed limit on this road
should be encouraging drivers to use that infrastructure. I actually think dual divided lane roads should have
higher speed limits and country roads lower ones. People only die on highways through lack of
concentration, poor design, or because they behave like dickheads. Cyclists die on country roads because
the speed limits allow only a short reaction time before they descend on unsuspecting cyclists particularly
when driving too fast.
Many roads are just not designed to carry cyclists and cars. Given the funding barriers I am sure that isn't
about to change quickly. Broader manipulation of speed limitation may actually lessen the frequency of
fatalities by greater segregation on different road frameworks of cyclists and drivers. The minimum passing
distance is a good start, but I still think it isn't the answer in isolation for safer country road cycling.
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